Demystifying Pin-Outs:
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I. BACKGROUND
Mini-Circuits offers a wide range of products in miniature
surface-mount (SMT) packages.
Each package is
identified by a case style number and defined by a case
style drawing which clearly shows the outline
dimensions, critical dimensions (if any), orientation, pin
numbering, pin-out details, and material finish wherever
applicable.
Some case styles are used in various Mini-Circuits
products, and different signal pads may be used
depending on the circuit design of each model. In some
cases, some signal pads on the unit may be left unused
and marked as “NOT CONNECTED” in the pin-out
details on the datasheet.
This application note explains by way of example what
we mean when we denote signal pads this way, and how
users may treat these pads when mounting the part on
their board.

II.

Lowpass filter, RLPF-1520+, on the other hand, is a twoport device which uses only signal pads 2 and 10 for
input and output connections. The other signal pad, 14
is denoted “NOT CONNECTED.”

III.

“NOT CONNECTED” EXPLAINED

For Mini-Circuits parts, “NOT CONNECTED” in the pinout detail on the model datasheet means that the signal

pad is not connected internally in the circuit for that
particular model.
Rather, it is an isolated pin that serves no purpose for
that particular model. The customer may leave that pad
as is on her board, or connect it to ground. In either
case, leaving the pad unconnected or connecting it to
ground on your board will not affect the product’s
performance.

IV.

IN SUMMARY

EXAMPLE: DIPLEXER AND LOWPASS FILTER
WITH THE SAME CASE STYLE

1. Case style drawings provide pin numbering, but not
pin descriptions, which depend on the model.

Mini-Circuits’ case style CK605 is used to house diplexer
model RDP-2R15+ and low pass filter model
RLPF-1520+. The pin numbering for this case style is
shown in Figure 1a. The pin-out details for the two
models are shown in Figure 1b and Figure 1c,
respectively.

2. Signal pads identified as NOT CONNECTED can be
identified from the pin-out descriptions on a given
model’s datasheet.

The diplexer is a three-port device, which uses signal
pads 14, 10 and 2 for high pass, low pass and common
port connections, respectively. Here, all three signal pad
connections defined by the pin-out are utilized and
internally connected to the circuit.

3. Any NOT CONNECTED pad is isolated and not
internally connected to the device circuit.
4. You can choose to leave the NOT CONNECTED
pad as it is on your board or connect it to GROUND
without any effect on the product’s performance.

Figure 1b. Pad Connections for RDP-2R15+

Figure 1a: Pin numbering for Case Style CK605
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Figure 1c: Pad Connections for RLPF-1520+ Low Pass Filter
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This document is provided as an accommodation to Mini-Circuits customers in connection with Mini-Circuits parts only. In that regard, this document is for informational and
guideline purposes only. Mini-Circuits assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions in this document or for any information contained herein.
Mini-Circuits may change this document or the Mini-Circuits parts referenced herein (collectively, the “Materials”) from time to time, without notice. Mini-Circuits makes no
commitment to update or correct any of the Materials, and Mini-Circuits shall have no responsibility whatsoever on account of any updates or corrections to the Materials or MiniCircuits’ failure to do so.
Mini-Circuits customers are solely responsible for the products, systems, and applications in which Mini-Circuits parts are incorporated or used. In that regard, customers are
responsible for consulting with their own engineers and other appropriate professionals who are familiar with the specific products and systems into which Mini-Circuits’ parts are to
be incorporated or used so that the proper selection, installation/integration, use and safeguards are made. Accordingly, Mini-Circuits assumes no liability therefore.
In addition, your use of this document and the information contained herein is subject to Mini-Circuits’ standard terms of use, which are available at Mini-Circuits’ website at
www.minicircuits.com/homepage/terms_of_use.html.
Mini-Circuits and the Mini-Circuits logo are registered trademarks of Scientific Components Corporation d/b/a Mini-Circuits. All other third-party trademarks are the property of their
respective owners. A reference to any third-party trademark does not constitute or imply any endorsement, affiliation, sponsorship, or recommendation: (i) by Mini-Circuits of such
third-party’s products, services, processes, or other information; or (ii) by any such third-party of Mini-Circuits or its products, services, processes, or other information.
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